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Your Holiness, Dear Brother: 
 
Today I listened to an interview with you on CBC Newsworld. You were asked ‘What is your 
stance on homosexuality?’ You answered, ‘Same sex is sexual misconduct.’ You said this 
was the stance of Buddhism and your own personal stance as well. Given your other stands 
on human rights and your deep commitment to human spiritual enlightenment in every sense 
of the phrase, from my position let me share with you some insights. As I know you are a 
man who is open to learning in every sense of this phrase, I feel humbled and honoured to 
write to you as a fellow spiritual being. 
 
As a counsellor, researcher, professor, and traditional healer in respect for Mi’kmaq First 
Nation heritage in Eastern Canada, I have spent many years researching and coming to a 
deeper understanding of human sexuality. For the past ten years I have researched and taught 
in these fields at the university level in Australia. My words come from the place of someone 
considered to have the best knowledge available in today’s secular world of psychology, 
sociology, and health; and from the place of a Keeper of Sacred Medicine handed down to 
me by my Aboriginal Elders. Thus I carry two medicines which I offer to you as a brother 
and in friendship. 

Over the past two decades intensive study of all the sources available to me has confirmed 
that the norm of human sexuality across all cultures and times in history rests in a field of 
sexual diversity. This diversity is expressed in terms of identity and human expressions of 
sexual conduct across time and place. Studies of Aboriginal Nations around the world show a 
great diversity of culture around sexuality and sexual identity.  

For example, in pre-colonial First Nations traditions of North America and today there was 
and is still a great respect for the ‘Two Spirited’ individual who is believed to carry the spirits 
of both male and female, and who is often expected to take a sexual partner of the same 
gender. This designation of Two Spirited is the closest cultural example of what today is 
known as ‘gay.’ However, the word ‘gay’ today tends to take on a secular and materialistic 
philosophy, also focusing too much on sexual behaviour and overlooking deeper cultural 
responsibilities. This is changing over time as a gay lifestyle is accepted and supported 
openly. For example, the legalisation of gay marriage in Canada suggests that many families 
are acknowledging that two men or two women who join together have social and cultural 
responsibilities and can express these through vows of commitment in intimate unions that 



are accepted and supported by their communities. Whether we view this as ‘marriage’ or not 
is not the issue. The point is that we support the compassionate union of two people who are 
predisposed to love someone of the same gender. 

In traditional Aboriginal cultures of North America, the Two Spirit often takes on roles of 
keeper of story, healer, shaman, teacher, seer, prophet... I am told that in my Mi’kmaq 
tradition the male Two Spirit often took on roles of care of children, and serving women who 
are on their moon time. The male Two Spirit is often taken into women’s medicine teachings. 
The female Two Spirit often took on roles of warrior and hunter, and is taken into men’s 
medicine teachings. Some Two Spirit beings would be so gifted by Creator that they have the 
ability to walk between the worlds of men and women, and these beings can learn both men 
and women’s medicine teachings and often become great healers and shamans. 

In the Mi’kmaq tradition it is a most sacred task for male Two Spirits to care for women 
during their moon time. In my tradition handed down by Elders, women are viewed as the 
First Medicine given by Creator. Because their spiritual energy during their moon time is felt 
by men to be too intense and too holy, the Two Spirit male was held in very high esteem in 
their ability to serve women’s needs during this time. Women are at the heart of the Mi’kmaq 
Nation. In traditional culture Two Spirited men stood next to women in serving their needs. It 
was told to me that the Two Spirit were the first to greet the flouting islands of the white man 
almost five hundred years ago. The Two Spirit often took on similar roles of dignitary and 
emissary in the old days.  

The demise of our spirituality and culture relates to the demise of women in history and in 
today’s world. We have faced genocide precisely in the ways that Europeans have demeaned 
the role of women, children, and the elderly and thus looked at our culture as savage and 
uncivilised.  

We know the land of Turtle Island (North America) to be Mother as she gives us life in her 
abundance. The visitor from overseas has pillaged her until today she suffers greatly. This 
genocide whether intentional or unaware first attacked the roles of our traditional Two Spirit 
medicine people because our ways place women, children, and the elderly at the heart of our 
Nation. The guest from across the great waters viewed us as weak, savage, and uncivilised 
because of our traditional values.  

We stand by these values even if today you will not find Two Spirited persons held in high 
esteem because of the past four hundred years of indoctrination into Christian ethics that in 
practice put down women, children and the elderly as weak members of the family. In 
today’s world my work calls for greater understanding and appreciation for the roles of Two 
Spirited persons who may also be ‘gay’ in today’s terms but who also carry the sacred 
medicines of our traditions in who they are and can be for the community. Spiritually I 
believe that this change brings back the sacred roles of women, children, and the Elders and 
that this change will not be realised fully until the Two Spirited beings are also liberated from 
oppression. 

When you responded today in the interview please consider that the terms of your answer 
need to be clarified. For example, when you say that ‘same sex is sexual misconduct,’ if you 
speak of heterosexual men having sex with men then your statement is logical. By going 
against their innate nature these people are engaging in sexual misconduct. In my study of 
Christian sexual ethics and theology, no provision was ever made in history for the existence 
of a sub-set of humanity known to be in nature homosexual. All mention of sexual behaviour 
in the Hebrew and Christian Bibles speak of situations which today we know relate to 



heterosexual men having sex with men. In all these cases the scriptures have narrow 
relevance to today’s scientific, psychological, and sociological acknowledgement of a healthy 
lifestyle model of homosexuality.  

Let me emphasise that across the fields of science today there is unanimous consensus that 
being gay is a normal function of human sexual diversity and that a healthy lifestyle model of 
homosexuality is supported by psychology, sociology, and health fields. This provides a way 
forward in realising the human rights of gay people and of all people, as human sexual 
diversity along with human freedom and social responsibility sit at the heart of civil society. 

If however, you say ‘same sex is sexual misconduct’ and you speak of homosexual men or 
women who by their nature are so disposed to live in sexual intimacy with a member of their 
same gender – then your answer is not logical, and may do damage to the human rights of 
homosexual persons.  Indeed, it is shown by numerous studies that the religious stance of 
Christianity in the West against the homosexual person increases the likelihood of violence, 
discrimination, and other human rights violations against gay people. Religious intolerance 
clearly promotes further violence. As a man who takes a non-violent stance in all things, you 
need to understand that your words spoken today on CBC Television may indirectly support 
violence toward gay men and women. As such your actions may promote a greater 
misunderstanding and lack of compassion toward the reality faced by gay persons in many 
nations of the world.  

This outcome does not resonate with the healing and compassionate path that your spirit 
engenders across all time. As a fellow healer and in humility as your brother I ask you to 
reconsider your words and their meaning. In humility I ask you to help people in future to 
understand a more true expression of a compassionate understanding of human sexual 
diversity. This, it would seem to me, is among the central tasks that all spiritual leaders are 
called to undertake in today’s world. 

In closing, I am reminded of your esteemed words of dedication: 

For as long as space endures 
And for as long as living beings remain, 
Until then may I too abide 
To dispel the misery of the world. 

 
These words remind me of similar vows made by the Medicine Beings of my tradition, and of 
personal vows made in spirit to something similar to the path of the Bodhisattva of 
Compassion. The words below came as gift to me from the Sacred Fire to remember this 
dedication. The Mi’kmaw translation is a gift of Elder Katherine Sorbey of the Mi’kmaq First 
Nation. 

Epse’n sisvey nkamhamun, pana’tu wjipenukewey ka’qn 
Enter my heart sacred fire, open Eastern door 

Nukumij npisuney tumaqn, Sekewa’ sk�tuknukewey tepknuset 
Grandmother Pipe Medicine, Rise Western Moon 

Kisikui’sk paq’t�sm, mikjijk, putup, muin, sisipjij maw, kitpu 
Elder She Wolf, Turtle, Whale, Bear, Humming Bird, Eagle 

Saqewey npisuni nkijj, minua’tui wehi puitekemk 
Ancient Mother Medicine, awaken Southern dreaming 

Ketapekiweuksiek aq alasutmelsewuksiek 
Singing for us, praying for us 



Kji kloqowej paqtatasit, nkijinaq meki ksalulek 
Northern star shed your light, Mothers we love you, 

Iknemuin napukwetunen tel koqajeimk 
Give our lives to your work 

 

If I can be of any further assistance my prayerful consideration, work and scholarship are at 
your disposal. You will remain as always a dearest brother. 

Wela’lin, Msit No'kmaq. (Thankyou, All My Relations) 

 

Kisikui’skw Sa’qawei Paq’t�sm Enml’ga’t Ala’toq Kitpu Npisuney Tumaqn (Elder-Woman 
Ancient-Wolf Walks Home Carrying Eagle Pipe Medicine) 

Dr Randolph Bowers 
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